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The attached information is provided in response to a question raised by Mrs. Cristol via 
email on June 23, 2016, asking whether a trail connection from Long Bridge Park to Mt. 
Vernon Trail is included in the CIP, and whether other trail funds could be used for the 
project. 
 
Two trail connections have been proposed that would link Long Bridge Park to the 
Mount Vernon Trail and Potomac riverfront.  There is a trail that would be built alongside 
Long Bridge and Boundary Channel drives that passes underneath I-395 before 
separating from the roadway and following the shore of the Pentagon Lagoon to an 
existing underpass of the George Washington Memorial Parkway.  That connection is 
included in the Boundary Channel Drive Interchange project, which is included in the 
FY17-FY26 Proposed CIP (p. E83), and is planned to be built in 2019.  It should be 
noted that this connection is on National Park Service (NPS) property, and therefore 
would require an easement from NPS allowing the County to construct it.  Alternatively, 
NPS could construct the portion that is on their property. 
 
Another proposed connection would extend the Long Bridge Park Esplanade to the 
north edge of the Long Bridge Park property.  A linkage of the extended Esplanade 
would be connected to the Mt. Vernon Trail via a new structure built over the GW 
Memorial Parkway, likely as part of the proposed renovation or replacement of the Long 
Bridge railroad facility.  The District of Columbia is currently working on a NEPA review 
of concepts for the railroad bridge reconstruction or replacement.  The railroad bridge 
could also include a new bicycle/pedestrian crossing of the Potomac River in addition to 
the linkage with the Mt. Vernon Trail and Long Bridge Park. 
 
Both trail connections would be desirable as they will provide access to Long Bridge 
Park from different locations and provide other valuable linkages of the regional trail 
system.   The connection via the Boundary Channel Drive Interchange would be funded 
through that project.  The railroad bridge connection is still too preliminary to determine 
its potential cost, funding sources or possible funders.  
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